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Jonah Slater1710517043





Shawn Mach1709937502





Wendy Horton1707512936

Haimo Law is extremely experienced at planning, wills, and trusts. They are creative and can anticipate hurtles that one might face when a loved one passes away.Didn't think we would need it for many years but very unexpectedly we were in contact with Barry and his team to handle the estate and trust we had set up. Everything was resolved in a timely fashion and Haimo Law handled everything compassionately and respectfully.



Steve Newman1706968031

I highly recommend Barry Haimo and his team at Haimo Law to anyone seeking an experienced, knowledgeable and confident legal representation for estate planning, sale or purchase of a business or contract or tax law expertise. We interviewed several attorneys but chose Barry because of his legal knowledge, personality and negotiating and communication skills. He helped my wife and I negotiate the merger/sale of our family owned financial services business. He explained the entire process, told us in advance what was coming at every turn, but most importantly took us to an overwhelmingly successful conclusion! He knew the intricacies and nuances of the business sale process, contract drafting and review, along with the psychology of selling our very specific type of business. Barry is the Best!



Erick Scribani1706246157

I consider myself incredibly fortunate to have found an outstanding attorney in Barry Haimo, a professional who proved to be highly competent and well-versed. His commitment to going the extra mile for his clients, including myself, is truly commendable. I express my sincere gratitude for his exceptional assistance and unwavering patience.Reflecting on my legal journey, which began with a conveniently timed lawsuit from a former business partner, I can't help but acknowledge the emotional and traumatic impact it had on me and my family and 3 years of litigations. The attorney's office Barry Haimo Law, became a haven where empathy and understanding prevailed. Unbeknownst to him, I recognized him as "THE ONE" as soon as our video call meeting took place during the challenging times of Covid-19. He guided me through the unknown, instilling confidence and peace of mind with each hearing. His cleverness and deep legal knowledge were evident, always treating me with respect, dignity, honesty, care, and exceptional patience.It's challenging for me to encapsulate my profound gratitude for the Law Firm of Barry Haimo in a few lines. Over the course of three years filled with hard and excruciating personal challenges in my life, the only constant in my life was Mr. Barry Haimo. I could never have navigated it without him. I wholeheartedly recommend this exceptional professional to anyone in need of a lawyer of such caliber. To those reading my lines, entrust yourself and your family to these capable hands; the attorney possesses the humanity to serve you at his best.My satisfaction with the entire team at the Law Firm is beyond measure, and I will forever be grateful for having crossed paths with them. Mr. Barry's responsiveness, attention to detail, and consistent formulation of a legal strategy across another state was truly impressive. I wholeheartedly recommend him to anyone seeking counsel in litigation matters.Describing Barry Haimo, one can only use superlatives: fair, intelligent, and tirelessly dedicated to me as a client. He took charge of my complex case, providing unwavering support and invaluable advice, securing a favorable outcome even against a relentless, powerful and unreasonable opposing counsel. Barry's instrumental role in achieving a positive outcome is nothing short of remarkable, going above and beyond the call of duty.I vividly remember that the accusations against me were severe, and the odds stacked against me seemed overwhelming— I felt like I was at a mere 5%. On the contrary, opposing counsel was very confident of winning what they thought was an easy case. However, Barry, one hearing at a time, managed to turn the tables completely in my favor. Thanks to Barry's cleverness and his thorough understanding of every aspect of my case from A to Z, the odds shifted dramatically. I can't express my gratitude enough. I am now in a happy place, both mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.His consummate professionalism, timeliness, patience, and expertise in cases like mine were evident throughout. As a result of his diligent work, we not only prevailed but also successfully achieved all that was important to me.. I continue to rely on his services and have enthusiastically recommended him to family, friends, and colleagues.Barry's work consistently exceeded my expectations, and I was pleased to learn from person we know in common, who spoke highly of his reputation. In summary, I wholeheartedly endorse and express my deepest appreciation for this exceptional attorney and his remarkable team at the Law Firm Haimo Law.To: Barry Haimo,I want to express my deepest gratitude for your exceptional service. Your unwavering dedication and expertise throughout this journey have made a lasting impact on my life.Words cannot adequately express the depth of my gratitude for the exceptional legal support you provided.I truly appreciate your tireless efforts, which not only met but exceeded my expectations in securing a positive resolution.Erick Scribani



Lori Sirois1703866577

We have been using the Haimo Law firm for our wills and estate planning for the last few years. Barry and his firm have been a trusted resource that you can rely on for professional sound advice. They listen to your needs and concerns and help you come to final decisions that are not always easy to make. I highly recommend Haimo Law.



Michael Paradise1699186149

Barry and his team are very thorough. They really take time to understand your situation and explain the legal process in a way that makes you feel comfortable. Would highly recommend!



Christian Cashmir1697840937

Great experience working with Haimo Law. Barry and his team helped us navigate the intricate workings of the law. Highly recommend.



Robin Page1696292733





Kendra Wynn1685729552

I was referred to Barry Haimo by another Estate Attorney for assistance with opening up Probate for my mother's Estate.  My experience with the Haimo Team was exceptional.  Barry is very responsive, and he is patient.  He explained the process in terms that I could understand, and he took the time to make phone calls when he felt emails were not sufficient.While settling my mother's Estate, I engaged Barry to review my Living Trust.  Barry recommended he amend and restate my Trust to avoid future issues that I was not aware of since I had recently relocated to Florida.  My original Trust was formed out of state, so Barry made the necessary changes for the State of Florida.While getting to know me, Barry asked about my occupation.  I explained that I was retired but was looking to start my own business.  Barry then informed me that he also does Business Planning.  I had no idea.  As such, Barry set up my LLC, obtained my EIN, and filed the necessary documents with the State of Florida.My experience with Haimo Law was great!  I initially engaged Barry for one task for my mother's Estate and ended up retaining him for two additional tasks for myself.  I highly recommend Barry and Haimo Law for any of your Estate and Business Planning needs.



S Tephen Rhine1685556076

Barry was very knowledgeable of the law. Over a two year period (attributed by COVID) Barry and his team were very helpful and fully explained the process.  In the end, there was a good outcome for the Estate and it’s beneficiaries. I’d recommend Barry to assist in the settling of Estate matters.



Nicholas Smith1681766816

Barry and his team are truly exceptional at what they do. They are patient and very thorough. I’ve already recommended them to many friends and am fully confident with their services for myself but also my loved ones. I look forward to working with them for many years to come.



Kip Goulder1678717453

I trusted Haimo Law for my estate planning needs, and would recommend them to anyone is looking for the same. Barry provided great insights and unique perspectives to handling my estate planning, with things I would not have thought of like how my Trust would support if one of my children were to become an entrepreneur, making sure all of the checks were in place. His team is friendly and efficient, and I also appreciate the extra education that he provides on his website.



Amada Bello1677375831

Barry Haimo is very thoughtful attorney who wants the best for you and your family. Barry was very thorough in the questions he asked to better understand my specific needs and took the time explaining my options for my Trust and Will so that I could make the best decisions. The services provided were highly professional and cordial. The Haimo Law team did an excellent job and are exceptionally knowledgeable firm. It was always easy to reach the staff and communication was always top notch. I will continue using Haimo Law because the expertise shown through out the process.



Johanna Acosta1675805093

Barry and his team are very responsive professionals who provided us excellent advice.. We are so grateful that they help us with  our state planning and, really, for the future for our kid. He is amazing and really take his time to explained every single line. We love working with them. Thank you guys for everything



Bert Irigoyen1675353387

I met Barry Haimo and the Haimo legal team through the passing of my brother who had chosen them to handle his estate. As the trustee of my brother’s family trust, I worked with the Haimo team very closely for over a year. I can say with no doubt that are extremely professional, they work like a well-run team, every detail of the process was done on time, within budget and they were able to make this difficult time in my family’s life feel much less burdensome.I was so impressed I then engaged the Haimo team to update my estate documentation and it was the same level of professionalism and results.With no reservations I highly recommend Barry and his team



Christine Irigoyen1665776711





Josh W1663349746

I have had the pleasure of working with Barry and his team on numerous legal matters over the past 2 years, both for personal and business. I have had nothing but great experiences on all of my engagements with them and would highly recommend them to anyone looking for legal work as it relates to estate or business law.



Jon Zietz1655336946

I've used Haimo Law for numerous business matters through the years. Barry and his team are courteous, professional, communicative and as thorough as it gets. I highly recommend them for your business and estate planning needs. A+



Jason Gallen1654269183

The team at Haimo Law are the best in the business. They provided a personalized approach to the legal services I was in need of. They took the time to understand my objectives and concerns. I was provided education, resources and tools to help me make better decisions. They were honest and direct when they felt I could have a better option.  I look forward to working with Haimo on all of my future needs.



Christine Leddy1650944179

Loved working with Barry and his team.  They are very patient, professional, and knowledgeable.  Highly recommend!



Margaret Fiala1650315033

I found that working with the Haimo Law Firm to be a very positive experience. Everything was completed in a professional, timely, and friendly manner. Easily accessible and helpful.



Perry Tolos1645886753

When I was in a pickle and dealing with a landlord/tenant dispute, Haimo Law was fast, efficient, and thorough. The team took all my concerns, considered options, and presented a solution that worked to quickly resolve the situation for all parties. Would definitely recommend and use again!!



Alfredo Pujol PA1645872700

Barry was very professional and communicated the entire process. I look forward to working with him in the future .



Chiko Ghansi1643664020

I've received nothing but top notch assistance from this firm and HIGHLY recommend them for Estate issues. They will fight for you if need be and do everything in their professional power to provide the desired outcome. Thanks again.



Stacy-Ann Smith1643219025

My family and I are very thankful for the support Barry and his team provided during a difficult process.  He was very understanding of the emotional pain we were feeling but at the same time reminded me of the professional responsibility I was tasked with and the importance of separating the two.  His simplistic approach to the process allowed us to understand and differentiate the like to have versus what the law allowed.  Thanks again for everything.



shi deng1642596657

Barry provides excellent service. Prompt response and always on top on matters.  Would recommend to anyone!



Scott Nixon1642356487

My wife and I worked with Cristin to get all of our estate planning documents done, and it was a pleasure.  Cristin was very good in answering all of our questions along the way, and was readily available when we needed to make changes.  I highly recommend Cristin & Haimo Law.



Lisa Schlang1638571377

Highly recommend Haimo Law. They are extremely professional, thorough, and knowledgeable.



Philip Alleman1638551548

Barry and his team of experts are trustworthy, efficient, and very personable.  I feel confident that they always handle matters professionally and effectively.  I would not hesitate to recommend them for all of your legal issues.



Paula Hidalgo1632068169

Working with Barry was a very positive experience. I went into the process of Estate Planning without any idea of what to expect, and he was patient in explaining everything so that I was able to make an informed decision. I developed great trust in him and his advice. I learned a lot from him and I hope everybody going through this process has the help of somebody as patient and thorough as Barry. I highly recommend him!



Greg and Marissa Kaliman1631667598

Barry and his team are smart and responsive professionals who provided us excellent advice.  This was no easy task but they made the process seamless.  Barry and his team went out of their way to make themselves available over zoom with any questions we had and even came to my office to finalize the paperwork in person. We are so grateful that AEPi Business Networking Group recommended this firm for our state planning and, really, for the future for our children.



Frederick Koch1629219621

Barry personally handled my case, not a paralegal, resulting in my 100% satisfaction.  Thank you so much, Barry!



Jimme Matthews1629135052

Haimo law group is nothing but the best . When I call the company they were able to take my call right away and in no time lawyer Barrywas able to return my call. He was able to provide service but he refer me to a lawyer that best fit my case . I personally will reach out to him for any legal advice .Thanks again for your assistant.



Karen Margolis1628103402

Barry and his team are fantastic!



Christian Antonelli1625188338

Simply put, any business owner would greatly benefit by having Barry on their team. He is extremely patient, detailed, informative, professional & knowledgeable



John L Mason1619457674

Haimo Law Group worked with us to revise our Wills and Trust.  The project was underway during the 2020 Pandemic, which was impressive to us, since we were all in quarantine during much of the time.Barry is a very patient and caring professional, and listens to the wishes of the client.  He gave us a very thorough and detailed document, while adhering to the specific wishes important to us.We found the professional costs to be very reasonable and we wouldn’t hesitate to use them again, or, for tOther legal needs.John and Terri Mason



Dustin Armstrong1618100326

Barry and his team were very helpful and prompt at every step along the way. I would highly recommend Haimo law.



Silenceux Francois1613444793

Barry and his team have consistently treated me like family. He provided me with solutions for my complex situation and developed personalized planning. His willingness to partner with his clients to make sure each detail is uncovered is exceptional. Overall, his team are amazing. Barry always over-delivers and that's why I highly recommended him to friends, neighbors, babies, deers, and family. Thank you, Haimo Law!



Marianne Altschul1610473157

Barry and his team were very efficient in helping me to complete my estate planning documents. Barry was excellent in explaining the details that were unfamiliar to me and was always patient with my many questions. He was very prompt in returning e-mails, phone calls, and always stayed in contact.  I would highly recommend Barry.



Gerry Altschul1610470975

Barry and  his team were patient, good listeners, knowledgeable, thorough, always responsive, and effective in making a somewhat complex process understandable. I was extremely pleased with his services and have recommended him to friends and neighbors.



Dana Fisco Becker1610036927

Barry and his team were extremely helpful in my estate planning process.  I went to them with a limited knowledge of the documents and procedures involved and came out much more knowledgeable! Barry especially explained the items that were not applicable to my situation which other lawyers would have (and tried to previously) pushed on me just to make a higher profit.  Many thanks to Barry and his team for making everything a Covid-safe experience! I will definitely continue to use Haimo Law in the  future!



Juanita Mathes1602876203

Had a wonderful experience throughout the process of preparing my estate plan. He was very knowledgeable and patient. Would definitely recommend him for all your estate planning needs.



Justin Rafael1599510842

Barry did an outstanding job taking a complicated and stressful process and simplifying it into understandable and practical pieces.  He made sure we focused on the items requiring our attention but also covered all of the details when necessary.  I am extremely happy with the end result.  I have recommended Haimo Law to friends and family and will continue to do so.



Michael Bookal1599245394

Good team work everything done in a professional way.Very timely and responsive I would recommend you to anyone great job.Thanks.



Olivia Collins1592148115

Haimo is always looking out for what’s good for our family business and it’s been great working with them for the last several years. Thanks!!



Martin Granoff1589744309

Barry, thank-you for making a subject I hate, estate planning, somewhat more pleasant. Our family structure and beneficiary allocation are on the complicated side but you handled everything beautifully and timely. You've got my vote and recommendation for estate planning



Emilio Chalita1584591759

Barry works with his clients to really understand their needs and concerns and tailors the business structure and personal affairs to provide maximum protection and proper state planning. He takes the necessary time and is always available to explain matters to his customers.I fully recommend Barry and his firm after using him (much better service compared to a previous firm I hired)



Hunter Anderson1581897702

Excellent attorney. Very thorough and knowledgeable. Highly recommended.



Peggy Wiser1581360240

I worked with Haimo Law on a property dispute resolution and was very pleased with their services.   They are very professional, knowledgeable and customer oriented.  I highly recommend them.
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Erick Scribani1706246264

I consider myself incredibly fortunate to have found an outstanding attorney in Barry Haimo, a professional who proved to be highly competent and well-versed. His commitment to going the extra mile for his clients, including myself, is truly commendable. I express my sincere gratitude for his exceptional assistance and unwavering patience.

Reflecting on my legal journey, which began with a conveniently timed lawsuit from a former business partner, I can't help but acknowledge the emotional and traumatic impact it had on me and my family and 3 years of litigations. The attorney's office Barry Haimo Law, became a haven where empathy and understanding prevailed. Unbeknownst to him, I recognized him as "THE ONE" as soon as our video call meeting took place during the challenging times of Covid-19. He guided me through the unknown, instilling confidence and peace of mind with each hearing. His cleverness and deep legal knowledge were evident, always treating me with respect, dignity, honesty, care, and exceptional patience.

It's challenging for me to encapsulate my profound gratitude for the Law Firm of Barry Haimo in a few lines. Over the course of three years filled with hard and excruciating personal challenges in my life, the only constant in my life was Mr. Barry Haimo. I could never have navigated it without him. I wholeheartedly recommend this exceptional professional to anyone in need of a lawyer of such caliber. To those reading my lines, entrust yourself and your family to these capable hands; the attorney possesses the humanity to serve you at his best.

My satisfaction with the entire team at the Law Firm is beyond measure, and I will forever be grateful for having crossed paths with them. Mr. Barry's responsiveness, attention to detail, and consistent formulation of a legal strategy across another state was truly impressive. I wholeheartedly recommend him to anyone seeking counsel in litigation matters.

Describing Barry Haimo, one can only use superlatives: fair, intelligent, and tirelessly dedicated to me as a client. He took charge of my complex case, providing unwavering support and invaluable advice, securing a favorable outcome even against a relentless, powerful and unreasonable opposing counsel. Barry's instrumental role in achieving a positive outcome is nothing short of remarkable, going above and beyond the call of duty.
I vividly remember that the accusations against me were severe, and the odds stacked against me seemed overwhelming— I felt like I was at a mere 5%. On the contrary, opposing counsel was very confident of winning what they thought was an easy case. However, Barry, one hearing at a time, managed to turn the tables completely in my favor. Thanks to Barry's cleverness and his thorough understanding of every aspect of my case from A to Z, the odds shifted dramatically. I can't express my gratitude enough. I am now in a happy place, both mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.

His consummate professionalism, timeliness, patience, and expertise in cases like mine were evident throughout. As a result of his diligent work, we not only prevailed but also successfully achieved all that was important to me.. I continue to rely on his services and have enthusiastically recommended him to family, friends, and colleagues.

Barry's work consistently exceeded my expectations, and I was pleased to learn from person we know in common, who spoke highly of his reputation. In summary, I wholeheartedly endorse and express my deepest appreciation for this exceptional attorney and his remarkable team at the Law Firm Haimo Law.

To: Barry Haimo,

I want to express my deepest gratitude for your exceptional service. Your unwavering dedication and expertise throughout this journey have made a lasting impact on my life.

Words cannot adequately express the depth of my gratitude for the exceptional legal support you provided.

I truly appreciate your tireless efforts, which not only met but exceeded my expectations in securing a positive resolution.

Erick Scribani



Been Ten1695619715

Being thankful not only shows good manners, but a simple expression of thankfulness can go a long way in relationships and communication with others. It not only enhances our own lives, but makes other people feel appreciated, I just withdraw my profit of $26,548 from my trading account, All thanks to Mrs Sandra Billy the best forex bitcoin trader. I now have full trust on you now, I started with $3,700 you can also give a try Sandra Billy is real. You can reach her now on Email:sandrabilly500@gmail.com   
WhatsApp: +1 (404) 829-4578



Nicholas Smith1681766906

Barry and his team are amazing at what they do. Each person will work to explain the process and answer any questions you have. I look forward to working with them for time to come and have already referred them to my close friends and relatives.



Sharon Drucker1676586509

I'm gratified to say we feel lucky that we were referred to Haimo Law.  Both him and everyone in his office.  They were courteous, polite, responsive, quick to answer our questions throughout every step of the way.  Everything was explained throughout the probate process, all our concerns addressed.  The death of a loved one leaves you in a state of not just the loss, but what do I do now?  Many lawyers have a bad reputation.  Haimo Law was there for my family and never let us down.  I am pleased to extol his professionalism, expertise and guidance in our time of need.



Mhiz Esther1665315977

Wanting to trade for a long time now but I have not been able to make any profit. I saw a review on a page about Mrs. Amandra Kelly and I must confess that she is the best trader. She managed my account after I invested $500 I got $6,000 in a week. Wow
You too can be a testimony today and you can make good profit too.
Her
Email: amandrakelly110@gmail.com
WhatsApp:+1 (669) 257 2402



Motsoga Lata1658793368

Mrs. Meghan Haffey is so wonderful to work with. As a first time investor on Forex trade investment, I wasn’t completely sure of the process but  Mrs. Meghan Haffey helped me through it all and I made a profit of $15,200 with an investment of $2,500. She was also extremely helpful in coordinating the withdrawal process. I highly recommend  Mrs. Meghan Haffey to everyone looking to start up an investment. These are her contact details
Email: meghanhaffey637@gmail.com 
WhatsApp:+1 (443) 264-4420



Jason Gallen1654269356

The Team at Haimo Law are the best in the business. They provided me with a personalized experience for my specific objectives and concerns. They guided me, challenged me and built a plan that achieved the goals for the short and long term.



Perry Tolos1645886790

When I was in a pickle and dealing with a landlord/tenant dispute, Haimo Law was fast, efficient, and thorough. The team took all my concerns, considered options, and presented a solution that worked to quickly resolve the situation for all parties. Would definitely recommend and use again!!



ۦۦ ۦۦ ۦۦ ۦۦ1644241449

I was scared to trade, because I have been scammed many times, but I had to take one last chance because I heard Mrs Cathy Frederick was a very honest lady, so I gave it one last trial wow to my greatest surprise what I have heard about her was correct, today through Mrs Cathy Frederick I have been able to get back all I had lost and earned even more, contact her for the best investment services and you will not be disappointed, I invested $1,000 and got $14,600 in 5days You can contact her directly.
Email: cathyfrederick867@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +18504466717



Mario Quintero1642847818

Great experience w Barry.  Attentive,  organized and very knowledgeable.  You always felt like he was asking questions to make sure we made the right decision w our estate planning.



Aaron Blumberg1641655405

We had a great experience working with Barry and his team for our estate plan. Barry was very patient, professional, compassionate and knowledgeable. He made this into a very straightforward process and helped explain each concept to us in layman terms and provided invaluable advice based on his years of experience and his own personal estate plan. We strongly recommend Haimo Law for anyones estate planning needs. Thanks Barry and team!!



Ann Nixon1640736811

Cristin took the time to listen to my husband’s and my concerns.  She explained what we didn’t know and gave us great peace of mind with our wills and directives.



Stacey Sequeira1631471264

Barry and his team have been amazing! They go above And beyond to make sure you feel at ease. Barry, Monica, and Cristin have also been extremely patient and understanding while we went through the process. The work they did for our families was stellar and I would seriously recommend Haimo Law to everyone!



Juanita Mathes1602876468

They are very knowledgeable and professional. They were very patient and really listed to my needs.  Held my hand throughout the estate planning process. I highly recommend them.



Martin Granoff1589745470

Barry, thank-you for making a subject I hate, estate planning, somewhat more pleasant. Our family structure and beneficiary allocation are on the complicated side but you handled everything beautifully and timely. You've got my vote and recommendation for estate planning



Emilio Chalita1584591624

Barry works with his clients to really understand their needs and concerns and tailors the business structure and personal affairs to provide maximum protection and proper state planning. He takes the necessary time and is always available to explain matters to his customers. 

I fully recommend Barry and his firm after using him (much better service compared to a previous firm I hired)



Marko Uzelac1576623654

It is absolute pleasure working with this company. They are more than professional and effective! Every conversation with Barry is more than helpful, it is also highly educational when comes to right way of structureing your business.



Arlene Needleman1553557522

I have worked with many lawyers over the years. Barry is the ultimate professional and made my Mom's estate preparation simple, clear and uncomplicated in a complicated area.



Jacob Salsburg1548782059

We recently used Barry for our estate planning. Barry had the knowledge and experience to walk us through any scenario we could imagine, and also some that we would have never thought of. He was very easy to work with and went out of his way to work around our schedules. The process was surprisingly quick and easy.  We highly recommend Barry!



Taylor Forlano1512782440





Jill Frederick1509129104

Thank you so much for a smooth and wonderful experience while working on my legal documents.  I would and will recommend Haimo Law to all my family and friends. Once again Barry thank you for a great experience.

Jill Frederick



Alex Hussain1495560035

Barry is a fantastic lawyer with a very diverse skill set. He has been a trusted adviser for our small business for the last year or so, and has helped us smoothly transition though some tough instances. I would recommend his services to anyone who asks!



J Dade Darby1478298930

Barry proved to be a skilled attorney with the Judge adjudicating my mother in law's Trust and Estate Probation. He was professional, courteous and patient with family members, bankers, insurance companies and the real estate agent. Most of all, he made my wife comfortable with the process of executing the Trust and Estate to its fair and final conclusion. And for that, I could not be any happier ! Thank you again Barry !



Dave Gaffe1439581952

Over the past 6 years, Barry has been an instrumental in all of my real estate transactions. As an owner of multiple rental properties, I couldn’t have been organized without Barry’s help. He has assisted me with tenant screening and selection, has drawn up customized lease agreements for each property, and has filed the necessary paperwork to evict tenants. I couldn’t have managed my properties without his help and support. In addition, Barry has also set up estate planning including my revocable trust agreement and last will and testament. He made these complex documents easy to understand and addressed all my needs and concerns. I highly recommend Haimo Law for anything regarding real estate and estate planning. Barry is trustworthy dependable, and will always look out for your best interest.



Morris Grossfeld1406683701

Very easy to work with and personal approach.  Highly recommend!
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